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Six search words from a random word generator, I know the words from start of session. 

Tiger Neck Lion Orange Red Chilly Chest

There is a green curve like an upside down U in the upper right corner, it faces diagonally open 
toward down-left. There is a green fluffy mess above the green U shape and a smaller green fluffy 
mess shape on one of the ends of the green U shape. 

12:03 midnight Probing

The green U feels hard to touch like solid metal and serious and dark. 

Probe the floor: Wet floor. Dark there, wet stuff can be picked up with hands. Dark here on the 
floor. Wet on the hand end of the U shape that has the fluff drawn on it, wet stuff drops down from 
that end. 

This is not a lifeform, it is not a living tiger or a living lion (two known search words). No eyes, no 
life, no characteristics on the U shape of a lifeform animal, no movement. 

Wet here on the inner side of the U shape as well. More cold than hot, not warm to the touch, the U 
shape, and it feels like metal. 

This is the amount of probing consistent with previous sessions of this group. 

12:08 midnight End RV. 

Tough one to grade. The bear forms the upside down U shape and there are green mess trees above 
it. The right side ear of the bear also forms an upside down U shape. However, I specifically did not 
sense any lifeforms, the U shape was hard like metal, and it was wet from the U shape and on the 
floor and this is all inconsistent with the target image. The image itself should be an absolutely 
wonderful target image for a remote viewing. In spite of anything one way or another, this session 
gets graded with an F. 

No, I took another look at the target image, I have to give this one a C. The textures are incorrect 
but the dark U shape with the green fluff is correct. The session gets a C for correlation in shapes of 
basic initial elements. Grade is C. The fact that probing determined it to not be a lifeform and to be 



metal means that this session could not get a B. Grade is C. 

"Red Chilly" meant as one word. 

Image source https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3762971/BLT-no-longer-Leo-lion-famous-
BLT-bear-lion-tiger-trio-grew-brothers-rescued-15-years-ago-cage-drug-dealer-s-house-passes-
away.html
Image link https://i.dailymail.co.uk/i/pix/2016/08/29/02/37AB9B3600000578-0-image-a-58_
1472434989184.jpg

12:14 midnight End session. 


